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High Temperature / High Power Cells for Pulse Power

I.Summary
The lIJ'*m (skby) / cobalt disulfde (Lialoy / COSO) eicmhnur s cuffentl under development at
VWesigo as a high poiwer pulsed enrwy source Itr mobft e brl ,wesponiy. Under AROEC
contuuc DMAA2140-C-0029, a baseline 100 MJ, 2.1 MW pulse po~we systwn xs scheduled to be

dltWv WIn the 199-94 time frame. This fully integated systarn consists of 40 bipola modules each
ernpAj* 150 ceab (150-M0 crW in aciv are), auxilAry heater for actiatfon and make-p of heat

fea coofng system to remove waste MKat and a themal enclosure to preserve the necessary
operafth tonererture of 480-5 00 C Modleling sWuie indicate tha this system will occpy -0.40 &'
and weig apprxImately 855 kg. Baselne cell ame 0. 140 cm thdcý consisftn of positve electrodes
diesigned to delve an 60% depth of discharg based on 413 FMW (faruays per mole of CoS,) with a 2.1
negatve, to positive capacity ratio Coll are requked to sustain a power density of -1. 73 Wlaff for
twelve consectve 4-secnd pulse (46 pulse-seconds, c~iy cycle -80% is., 1 second rest Wtim bet~ween
pulses).
The goals of this LABCOM sponsored program were to optimize both cell cor7ponents and operating
conditons leading to:-

"* at least a 10% reduction in system volume (to 0.36 mn')
"* a 100% increase in cycle fie (from baseline goal of 100 cycls to 200 cycles)

Vokime reduction (As opposed to weight) was chosen as the primary objective s&nce available volume is
the cclolngdM factor in mobile pbatfmi applations.
System level trade-off analyses were conducted quantify meanhingu technfoal taret at the singl cell
leel These stuo~es mmdicted tha the vohime of the power source could be reduced via tw routes. One
route was through an increase in power density. resuftng in the use of fewer mocdule. A second route,
was throuh use of thinner cels. These two routes were independent and both were successfull
pursued. Power density was increased to 1.92 W/cm'f without loss of cycle life. Energy denit was
increased by designing ceob for operation at 80% depth of disharge based on 1. 75 FMW of CoS., a 30%
increse in utilization, and by decreasin the negative to postie capacity rati frorn 2:1 to 3A anothier
30% increse. These impoent can potentially reduce the 100 MJ basekine system vokume by
10-20% if the can be successfully mincoporated (indivdually or collecivel) into rixabicell bipolar
modules. Such muliN-cell testing was beyond the scope of this LASCOM program. Improvement were
transioned to the ARDEC scale-up e~ which focuses solel on multi-cell bipolar sotads.

Candidate, cathode materials were investigaed and only CoS.. was identified as having excellent
charceistics *whe operate in ito higher voltage region. Alternate disuffies and c-hfI -gendwe could

not match Co, for pulse perfomiance and ope circut stand capabilit.
Separator materials *wer investiaed as replacements for the baselne Maglie D M~gO Siloon nitide,
Atria, Magox Super Premium UgO and sinersod porous ARV were idenife as suitable candidates for

Solflain as Magrate D repacmets The All was a dimensobnally stable materNa and exhibied very
low rss~~al or finl currents.

Cell were, redesigned and tested based upon the above fiWndis The cycle lie goal of 200 cycles was
achieved with cells employin the reduced quiantiffie of fth ac"iv materials. The best celg tested
exceeded 350 cycles and 2500 inikx ual 4-second pulses. Freeze-fthw cycling was not a problem.
At the conclusion of this program, the potentil for reducing the baselmine 10mJ system volume, by 10%
and inceasin fth cycle iffe to at least 200 cycles was reproducibly deownstae with singl cell.
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I.Introduction

High temperature batteries are very attractive for meeting the requirements for volumeticaly efficient,
high energy, pulsed power sources associated with electric weaponry. At elevated temperatures chemical
rIcdon are kinetloally enhanced while the conductivity of ionic materials also increases. Sals in which
the valency is ionic in nature are good conductors when melted. The halide sab of the alkcai metals fit
the requirements well and mixtures of such salts are responsible for freezing point depression so that
mixed salts can have melting points in the range of 368 to 4M . These temperature ranges are
compatible with the lithium alloys and other active materials and components of construction comprising
molten salt batteries.

The lour major comphents of any battery system are the anode, cathode, separator and electrolyte. This
program Is directed to Investigation of these critical components to develop a rechargeable battery cell
capable of twelve 4-second pulses at a minimum power density of A1.73 watts/cm2 and at least 200
charge / discharge cycles. As an organization, Westinghouse has been involved with secondary molten
salt batteries employing an FeS cathode since the mid 1970's. The applicability of this lithium alloy/molten
sat battery chemistry for electric vehicles has been demonstrated. This accomplishment spurred
development of cells incorporating the highly reversble and thermally stable CoS, cathodes for highertemperature, higher power pulsed applications.

The thin plate CoS, bipolar battery has yielded over 400 khlloules per kilogram (of cell weight) in pulse
power testing using multiple pulses (up to 12 repetitive pulses at 1.2 A/cmn for four seconds duration) in
multiple cycles (over 100) with multiple bipolar cells in series. These cells, weighing under 5 grams and
having an area of 20 cm', delivered an average of 1.92 Wlcm'. This translates into a specific power of
>4000 watts per pound and a specific energy of 5) watt-hours per pound. The specfc power is

MaR utely two olvier of magnitude hipher than aqueous room tenperature batteries such as
sher oxzt It is ths oxtne high specific power peuwbnance that maels this systm
vibbe as a pulse power enew sourv.
This program has been carried out to support the ARDEC program (contract No. DAAA21-88-C-0029)
and from time to time entered areas to solve questions or otherwise IN needs that arose within that
program. The basic goals were to improve cell components and overall performance. These
imnprovements were to be incorporated into the ARDEC program which will result in delivery of a 100 MJ,
0.40 mn system. This report covers all the work done under the LABCOM performance improvement and
optimization program. It is divided Into two parts. The first part deals with the cell components, consisting
of the electrodes, electrolyte and separators. The second part deals with unit cells; their design,
characteristics and handling. The focus of this development effort and the approaches taken are
summarized In Table 1. The approaches folowed directly from system level trade-off studies which
quantified the sensitivity that the various cell fabrication and performance parameters have on the overall
system volume.

11.Cell Components

A.Cathodes

The baseline cathode is CoS2 and improvements were initially sought to replace first the transition metal
cation, and later to replace the chalcogenide anion. Possible replacement cations are the other row 3
transition elements Fe and Ni as well as other multivalenced row 3 metals, Ti and V. FeS2 is not stable at
480C, the operating temperature of the U halide electrolyte selected for use, and is ruled out for this
in.vesigatin Rows 4 and 5 elements such as Zr, Mo and W are interesting materials because two of
them, ZrO, and MoS, are used in other nonaqueous systems with Li anodes.

The anion materials in the chalcogenide series are selenium and tellurium.
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Tabl I. LASCOM Deelopment Goals Focus on Signilcant Syulu Level knvwwe

" Reduce 100 MJ baseline system • Screen disulfide/ calcogenide cathode
volume by at least 10% materials

- Co-pare volage/cycle perormance to CoS,
- Demonstrate pulse performance at 1.75 F/M MS.

and Neg:Pos ratio of 1.5 (vs. 1.40 F/M and 2.0
respectvey)

- Demonstrate 12 pulse performance at 1.92
W/cm• (vs. 1.73 W/crn)

- Minirmum end of pulsing voltage at >1.40 volts for
good cycle life

"* Replace Maglite D MgO baseline • Obtain/test commercially available
separator samples of MgO, Y203, Si3 N and AIN
- Maximum allowable cell thickness - 0.140 - Quantify perormance and compare to Maglite D

cm - Transition successful candidates Into tape casting
- Final current < 5 mA/cm at 100 cycles and 150 cm2 cells
- Minimum end of pulsing voltage > 1.40 - Verify performance in ARDEC bipolar stacks

volts

"* Demonstrate new, dimensionally Obtain sintered, porous AIN
stable separator concept - Fill pores with molten electrolyte

"* Qualify In 20 cm2 test cells - - Fabricate and test cells
transition to full size 200 cm2 ARDEC - Evaluate performance

cells if successful

"* Increase cycle life by 100% over • Quantify performance with both lithium
present baseline conditions rich and lithium poor anodes
- 200 cycles • Reduce recharge C.D. below 100 mA/cm2

- Maximum allowable cell thickness - 0.140 - Increase time of constant current charge and
cm reduce time at constant potential

- Final current < 5mA/crrfl - Quantify optimum charging parameters for
- Minimum average power density - 1.73 maximum cycle life

W/cmf
- 15 minute charge time for 6 pulse cycle, 30

minute charge time for 12 pulse cycle

"• Characterize factors affecting - Leakage current analysis
cell-to-cell balance in high voltage • Analytical model and seal requirements
bipolar cell stacks * Overcharge mechanisms

- Cell electrochemical design via electrode
states of charge and Neg:Pos ratio

- Electrolyte management
"* Support bipolar edge seal * Measure underpotential deposition

development currents with potential ceramic edge seal
- Quantify rate of underpotential deposition materials

of lithium (on or in the edge seal) and its • Analyze the BN felt / UF edge seals in
effect on cell life used ARDEC modules and quantify the

"* Recommend acceptable materials of amount of elemental lithium present
construction for bipolar edge seals
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These materials were tested by being made into pressed pellet cells. The cell electrochemical design was
based on the assumption that the discharge capacity corresponds to two faradays per mole (FAM) of the
oxidant. A mass of material was weighed so that the theoretical capacity was just about 0.4 Ah. Alter
weighing, the material was admixed with electrolyte (20 wlo) and pelletized to make a 20 cm2 disk. The
corr ning anode was designed to have a capacity ratio of 2:1 using the a + p plateau region of the
UAN alloy. The typical anode mix contained 13 w/o USi alloy and 35% electrolyte. Rnally, the separator
was the Li halide mix (UCI:LiBrLiF) having a 440( melting point and Maglite D MgO (approximately 50%
by weight MgO and 50% by weight electrolyte).

The cells were fabricated under a dry argon atmosphere in a glove box located within a dry room and
properly transported to another glove box for test in a controlled atmosphere. The test cells were
mounted into a test stand. The test stand was a modified press having heated platens so that the cell
could be heated to 480C and held under a force of 35 kg. After reaching temperature and allowed to
soak approximately 2.5 hours to reach equilibrium, the cells were top charged at 100 mA/crm= to a
controlled potential, usually 1.95 volts. Pulse discharges were carried out for a 4 second duration at a
constant current density of 1.2 A/cm2 . The discharge load was electronically applied and timed. Voltage
and current data were acquired with a Nicolet 4049c Digital Oscilloscope and Nicolet XF44 dual disk
drive, HP3497A Data Acquisition System and HP9817 for program control.

With the exception of NiS2 , the sulfides of Zr, Ti, W, Mo and V polarized severely although their open
circuit voltages were high. Utilization of these materials was also less than that of the 0o and Ni sulfides.
Tungsten telluride delivered over 2.5 F/M in a two-step discharge at a current density of 0.77 A/cm ,
however, it could not handle the demands of the higher current density needed to achieve the target
power density of >1.73 W/cm2. Based on these results and calculations estimating capacity per unit
weight, see Table 2, the work with other chalcogenides was shown to have lost its promise.

Table 2. Comparison of Molten Salt Chalcogefide Battery Materials with a Room Temperature Nickel-Cadmium
Rechargeabe Battery

Electrochemical Reaction Formula Weight Sum Gravimetric Capacity,
rmAiVg

NiS 2 + 2 U -> NiS + IiS 136.7 392
3 CoS2 + 4 U -> CoBS, + 2Li2S 396.9 270
WTe 2+ 2 Li -> WTe + Li2Te 451.5 119
WSe 2 + 2 Li -> WSe + LkSe 355.7 151

NiSe 2 + 2 U -> NiSe + IiSe 216.6 247
2 NiOOH + Cd + H20 -> 2 Ni(OH)2 + Cd(OH)2  331.8 162
V2S3 + 2 Li -> U2S +2 VS 212 253

NiS2 was investigated further because it behaved similarly to COS2. The major difference between the
two seemed to be that while the initial 6 pulses had similar voltage levels, the NiS2 electrodes had a
steeper slope for the remaining 6 pulses. Low rate discharge of NiS2 cells clearly showed three voltage
levels, see Figure 1. The highest and lowest voltage levels coincided with the high and low levels of COS2,
but the middle voltage level of the Ni sulfide was about 100 mV lower than the corresponding middle
plateau of the Co sulfide compound. There was also a difference in the design between the two cells. it
was known from the literature that CoS2 had three voltage levels corresponding to the following reactions:

9COS2 +12 Li -33Co3S4+ 6LU2S

3 Co=S, + 8 Li -- Co.S. + 4 Li2S

CoS 8+16Li -- 9Go + 8 Li2S.
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However, the prior literature revealed but two stepS in the discharge of NIS. When both NIS, and Co8
cels are designed using the three observed levels in the discharge, then Co8, cells have a weight
advantage, albelt a small difference but measurable.

The high rate discharges apparently cause the materials with the upper and middle voltage levels to
discharge as a mixed potentiaL Since the NIS, middle voltage is 100 mV less than the middle level of the
CoS, material, the mixed potential that of the Ni,% mawerial is correspondingly less than that of the CoS.
material. When appropriately designed for a 4 F/M discharge the CoS, cell has a slightly greater energy
density, and the effective impedance of the nickel compound is twice that of the cobalt compound:

VmV - 1.663 - 0.0318P

V-0 = 1.662 - 0.0152p

where p is the pulse number and V,, refers to the end of pulse voltage.

In the aqueous Ni/Cd battery doping the oxides of nickl with cobalt has beneficial effects and it was
wondered If a similar synergy would be encountered if a small quantity of cobalt was added to nickel to
make sulfides. At the 10% molar level there was some improvement but not enough to make the doping
concept interesting.
The conclusion from this work is that Co is established as the best cathode material for very high power
density pulse discharge applications. Other transition metal sulfides and other chalcogenides do not
perform as well and also are heavier so that gravimetric energy densities are lower values than those
associated with CoS0 To minimize weight and volume for the ARDEC power source for electric weaponry
CoS. as the cathode active material is the best choice of the materials tested. It should be mentioned
that since NIS, and Co,. must be chemically synthesized (as opposed to naturally occurring FeSB, the
cost difference is not significant. As will be discussed in more detail later, the Co,% system exhibits
excellent thermal stability with virtuay no self discharge on extended open cimift stand- even up to
8-hrs. Based on these considerations, use of NiB, is not Justifiled at this time.
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B.Electroyte Composition

An electrolyte in a battery cell must be ionically conductive. To have a good conductivity it must be
operated at some temperature above its melting point. Its function is to participate in the charge transfer
processes that occur at each electrode. Since the electrode processes are oxidation-reduction processes,
the charge carrying process on the other side of the electrodes, the load side, are electronic in nature.
These may be electrons or, equivalently, holes in the conductors. The anode process is the stripping of
electrons from U metal in the alloy resulting in electrons to the load and injection of Li* ion into the
electrolyte:

Li(ailoy) -+ U+÷ + e"

The cathode process removes a Li* ion from the electrolyte when an electron is captur'td from the
external load:

3 CoS2 + 4 U÷ + 4 e- --+ CoS 4 + 2 L2S.

If the electrolyte consists of halide salts of different cations, eg., the LiCI:KCI eutectic (M.P. -350 °C)
there will be local compositional changes which can lead to precipitation because the local freezing points
change accordingly. It is obvious that when only one cation specie is involved electrolyte composition is
invariant. Transport properties, capillarity and gravity also keep the electrolyte in place. While the quantity
of electrolyte is invariant the distribution will change because of compositional and density changes of the
reactants and products which are related to the state of charge of the cell.

The electrolyte selected has the following composition:

LiF 22 mvo

LiCI 32 rrVo

LiBr 47 m/o

This composition has a melting point of -440(C. Typically, cells are operated 50CS above this melting
point. Because electrode porosities change as a function of the state of charge, the amount of electrolyte
installed into a new cell must be a quantity sufficient to avoid a capacity limitation to due a decrease of
electrode/electrolyte interfacial area. The only way to determine this quantity at this time is empirically,
and recounting of this work shall be delayed to another section of the report. Later we shall see that there
is a formation" of the cells, observed as an improvement of performance over the first 15-20 cycles. This
improvement is associated with a change in thickness of the cell with time, and the redistnbu'uon of
electrolyte. Electrolyte management is important in this as in other battery systems.

C.Anodes

The mixed U alloys (LiAI, USi) were chosen to operate in the LiAI a + 0 plateau. This plateau ranges from
an atomic composition between 10 and 48 a/o for LiAI. Also incorporated in the anode is a USi phase
with an electrochemical potential close to that of the a + .3 phase transition. This operational region
causes the anode to be 300 mV less anodic than pure Li, but this composition is chosen for several
reasons. First is its ability to cycle between charge and discharge states. The second reason is that its
melting point of approximately 6400C is compatible with the high operating temperatures needed to
achieve high specific power and high electrode power densities. Power densities on the order of 1.73
watts/cm' (or preferably greater) are necessary to achieve practical packaged system volumes. In order
to obtain information about regaining this 300 mV loss, a literature search was conducted.

Boukamp investigated conductive matrix alloys, but these materials have high polarization resistances.
Huggins reexamined these alloys again in 1986 but no progress of significance to our work on pulse
batteries was reported.
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Liquid Ilthium anodes were the first kind looked at, but this required a material to confine the liquids and
also required that the separating material be a fast lithium ion conductor. The so-caled fast U ion
conductors known to date are only "moderately fast and would not be suitable for the high rate/high
power discharges of pulse batteries. There Is a material composed of an ultrafine Iron powder and lithium
which Is a patte above 200C and can be formed Ato ingots. Cataiyst Research Corporation (recently
purchased by Saft), the company to which the patent Is assigned, refers to this liquid anode as LAN. This
material does have sufficient Interest to be examined for the present application.

Argonne National Laboratory also had liquid anodes restrained by porous metal structures such as wicks,
honeycombs, expanded metals, screens, foam metals and metal wools. The nature of the materials, Ni,
Fe stainless steel were described by ANL. They obtained up to 70 charge-discharge cycles and that
when failures did occur they were due to mechanical changes of the cathode such as swelling or
movement. It should be noted that ANL used as electrolyte a eutectic composition of KCI and UCI.

The failure modes of liquid lithium anodes were discussed by Vissers as well as Huggins2. These failure
modes are an increasing impedance noted as Increasing overvolage, macroscopic shape change,
operation below the melting point causing dendrites, filamentary or whisker growth which disconnect and
gives rise to a capacity loss. Another major failure mode is deposition of U which occurs everywhere the
potential is appropriate and an electrode/electrolyte interface exists. In this case the solid electrode may
be tab material or the collector material. The electrodeposition of pure metal can also cause a situation
similar to supercooling which happens when there is solute depletion in the electrolyte. When there is a
reaction of the electrode material with electrolyte and layers form on the electrode, these layers can
ionicaily block further reaction. In turn the current density becomes nonuniform and cause local depletion
if the electrolyte.
The above literature information had been used as a guide in the anode investigation. It is weli-known
that wherever the reactants are together and that a source or sink of electrons meet, and the Gibbs
energy is negative, then the electrochemical reaction will proceed. Using these principles of heterogeneity
and spontaneity we advocated that the cell case, if a conductor, not be at the potential of the anode. To
achieve this it could be at a floating potential as when a feedthrough it used, or it may be at the potential
of the positive electrode if this does not lead to corrosion, or an insulating film may be used to prevent the
meeting of electrolyte and conductive case. A film of insulating material may be used to protect the tab
and the internal terminal. Thus the electrode conductor, say an iron wool, in contact with the electrolyte is
the only place where the conditions are appropriate for electrodeposilon of U.

Sources of porous anode bodies were sought. Steel wool manufactured by International Steel Wool
Corporation in Springfield, Ohio, grade 0000 has a wire diameter of 0.015 to 0.025 mm having a
composition of 11% carbon, 0.64 to 0.86% Mg, up to 3% sulfur and the difference being iron. The steel
wool was cleaned using an alkaline cathodization. By compaction to a 90% porosity it is estimated than
an electrode containing U at 34 w/o should be our goal (the LAN has a composition of 20 wlo). The
material was measured to determine whether it is adaptable on an electrode structural basis. The results
were:

not compressed 1.52 mm 98.5% porous

slight compression 0.25 mm 91.1% porous

strongly compressed 0.13 mm 82.2% porous

The material appeared suitable with moderate compression. A holder was made to capture the material
while impregnating with metallic lthium. There are two approaches for the impregnation. One is to rely on
capllarity, and the second is via an electrodeposition process.

Steel wool which is mostly iron, was obtained locally in grade 0000 manufactured by Rhodes, was
degreased and prepared by cathodization in 2 N NaOH solution. The material was cut to 5 by 14 cm,
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weighed 2.791 g and was compacted to 0.625 mm in a frame fabricated in the model shop from stainless
steel. The cathodization current was set at 2 amperes and run for 60 minutes. Weight loss on
cathodization was 1.5%. As part of the cleansing technique after washing the steel wool to eliminate the
NaOH, the remaining water was also eliminated using absolute methanol. The subsequent drying would
allow rust to form if water is present. The cleaned steel wool was stored in a desiccator. The Harney
patent3 as well as the literature search revealed where Catalyst Research was investigating the use of Ni
powders as a replacement for Fe in LAN electrodes. The search also revealed a LiN, U composite
termed Unode which is rechargeable and does not suffer the 300 mV loss caused by using the Al and Si
alloys of Li. The rights to the Linode material are owned by the Canadian Government.

Other sources of structural anode materials contacted were EG&G Wakefield Engineering who could not
meet the 90% porosity requirement and National Standard for Fibrex. All Fibrex made at present uses Ni
and National Standard is not interested in making any from iron as a starting materal.

While several of these materials have merit and the concepts should be pursued, our main objective was
to provide timely support for the concurrent ARDEC program. For this reason this aspect of the program
was not brought to a successful conclusion, and the work deserves future support.

D.Separators
The separator in use at the beginning of this program was Maglite D MgO, manufactured by
CalgonrMerck. Because future supply of this material was questionable, it became imperative to find and
qualify a substitute. Magnesia has many sources. Some sources are minerals dug out of mountains while
another source is the ocean. The sources, its purification and the resultant particles somehow influence
the acceptability of the MgO powder for use as a separator. Maglite D is characterized by being
extremely low density and exhibits fluid-like properties.

The magnesia and electrolyte are mixed together in the required proportions and the composition allows
us to refer to it as semidry. The entire cell may be considered semidry Jince there is very little or no
mobile electrolyte in it when it reaches temperature. If too much electrolyte is used, the otherwise
unbound separator washes out and the cell becomes shorted. The separator has no molecular bonding
between particles and the powder is probably held in place by capillary forces.

Potential materials should be stable in the cell environment and these include ceramic type refractory
oxides and nitrides. These include, of course, other magnesium oxide powders, titanium and yttdum
oxides and among the nitrides are aluminum, lithium and silicon. One of these, AIN, has an excellent
thermal conductivity and by means of powder techniques can be made into a porous sintered body.
Sintering would then permit us to achieve a dimensionally stable separator.

1.Lithium Nfiride

Lithium nitride (LiN) was dried overnight in a vacuum furnace at 3500C, sieved through a 300 mesh
standard screen and made into a test cell. The material is maroon in the dry state and pink when
admixed with electrolyte. UiN is a solid state ionic conductor with the Li* ion serving as the charge carrier.
When the test cell was mounted in the test stand the cell exhibited a voltage of 1.1958 volts at 280C. This
is unusual since magnesia is an insulator and no voltage is read until the electrolyte is heated sufficiently
to become an ionic conductor. Upon heating the voltage increased as the temperature increased. The cell
reached a peak voltage of 1.806 volts when the temperature was 3850C, still below the melting point of
the electrolyte. The voltage decreased first to about 1.6 volts and then to about 1.35 volts. The cell
appeared to be self-discharging rapidly and when it fell below 1.2 volts charging was started at 100
mA/cnrr. The voltage went to 1.4 volts and then decayed while remaining on charge. The self-discharge
rate appeared to become greater than the charge rate as evidenced by the decreasing voltage. The
charging current density was progressively increased to 150, 200, 225 and 620 mA/cnm and at all levels
the self-discharge rate appeared to be increasing. Upon charge interruption the voltage held at the 1.3
volt level for nearly two minutes and then fell to zero within another six minutes. This, too, appears similar
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to discharge through an external load and suggests we consider the partial short circuit as an internal
load.

The cOlN was inspected in the dry room. The pink color of the separator was gone although the three
layem comprising the anode, cathode and separator could still be distinguished. The disk was fractured to
aid observations and allowed us to discern that the edge appeared to have cobalt folded over. A piece of
the disk of irregular shape was broken off so that the edge was no longer involved. The area of this piece
is estimated at 0.8 cm'. The resistance from face to face was measured using a Data Precision Model
2480 digital meter. The resistance is 0.023 kQ using a two probe method.

The time at the various voltage levels are:

Upper 3.85 minutes 0.084 Ah

Middle 5.00 minutes 0.103 Ah

Lower 14.35 minutes 0.243 Ah.

These capacities were estimated from the resistance measurements (0.92 0 for the 20 con cell), the
voltage level and the duration. The capacity discharged sums to 0.43 Ah while the theoretical capacity for
a complete discharge (4 F/M) is 1.23 Ah. The internal loss Is three times this estimate. To reconcile this
discrepancy we can assume the internal shorting resistance is not the 0.92 11 measured at room
temperature, but is about 0.3 a at elevated temperature.

The resistance may be regarded as having at least one non-blocking electrode and being made with
direct current. The conducting species are electronic in nature and not ionic as required for the
discharging process. The thermal coefficient of resistance showing a decrease with temperature augurs
for something unusual as the conductor, not A] nor Co metals. This sort of behavior would be consistent
with final currents being high and is, perhaps supplying some clue about the nature of final currents.
F.ctrochierical systems to which a constant potential Is appled have a current that decays to non-zero
values. The processes that occur are generally called thermal reactions but may be due to shuttle
mechanisms or due to interaction with the atmospheres. In multicell batteries which have no common
electrolyte pathway shuttle mechanisms may be most important. It does appear that the cells of a series
string of battery cells behave similarly for longer periods of time if the residual current is low. This
similarity of belavior is expressed as "balanoce or "matchingr of cells, so that when a battery is placed on
a constant current charge the cross-over point to constant potential is just about the same for all cels.
When this occurs each cell undergoes discharge to the same depth and overcharge to the same degree.
With low final currents the overcharge rates are equally low.

Upon cell assembly a voltage had been observed, and this is accounted for on the basis of LiO being an
ionic conductor even at room temperature. We are dealing with an anode capable of producing Li` ions
and electrons, a cathode capable of being reduced by ubiquitous Li* ions and electrons. All that is
needed is a pathway for electrons to leave the anode and reach the cathode and such a pathway is
supplied by the voltmeter. Upon heating to 3850C there is an onset of electronic conductivity directly
between the anode and cathode. The electronic conduction increases with temperature and time.

The special conductivity of Li3N is viewed as a detriment when used as a separator, but it still may be
especially useful in the anode composition to attain the additional 250 to 300 mV per cell. In this case the
electronic component of conductivity would be beneficial instead of detrimental to the cell.

2.Sllin Nitrid Powdem

SiN 4 was tested in cells using 2.0 grams of a 50-50 by weight mix of the powder and electrolyte. SiSN4 is
an insulator and not an ionic conductor so no voltage is measured at room temperature. After heating to
480M a top charge was applied using 1 ampere as a current limit and electronically limiting the applied
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voltage to 1.95 volts. The input amounted to 14% of the theoretical capacity. It is known from XRD, DTA
and other top charge work that the CoS, used is not fully charged, some Co3S. being presen resulkng In
about an 80% state of charge. The top charge serves to start the pulsing from a condition of full charge.

The end of pulse voltage on the sixth pube was 1.58 V and on the twelfth pulse was 1.52 V on the very
first cyce. After lormning these values increased to over 1.60 V and 1.54 V respectively by the fifth cycle.

SiN 4 was considered a possible candidate for further qualification as a substitute for Maglite D.

AN was tested as a powder as well as porous, sintered disks. The excellent thermal conductivity of AIN
makes it very desirable as a separator since the thermal conductivity does not compromise its insulating
properties. The powder materials do not lend themselves to fabrication of reliable separator pellets. In
some instances the pellets broke, and in other instances the cells had some degree of internal short
circuiting. Powder materials from two different sources, Aifa and Cerac, were used. The first step in
overcoming these difficulties was to use greater weights of AIN (compared to baseline MgO separators),
resulting In thicker, more robust separators less prone to damage or shorting. The materials from the two
sources behaved differently. Unlike Cerac material, the Aifa AN performed well in spite of the greater
thickness. One cell exceeded 100 cycles with acceptable end of cycle voltages and demonstrated the
chemical stability and physical characteristics necessary to qualify the use of AIN as a potential separator
replacement for MgO.

To overcome the difficulties experienced with AIN as a loose powder, emphasis was placed on obtaining
sintered disks of porous AIN. Based on their experience and expertise with AIN, Carborundum (Sanbom,
New York) was selected to fabricate the porous bodies. Because the fabrication of thin (-0.025 in.), flat,
porous AIN (35 - 50% porosity) had never been attempted before, it was decided to develop the process
and test the strength, handling and operating characteristics with roughly 3 in. x 3 in. coupons. 2 in.
diaeter, 20 cm2 discs could then be laser from these coupons and tested the same as all other 20 cm2

cells used throughout this program. The decision to proceed with scale-up to full area (200 cm2) pieces
and incorporation into ARDEC test modules was dependent on successful concept verification at the 20
cm2 size.

Note that the exact process used to produce these sintered AIN pieces is proprietary to Carborundum.
Conceptually, the porous AN samples are prepared by admixing AIN powder with pore formers and
stabilizers and casting a green slab. The slabs are then sintered in a controlled atmosphere furnace. The
pore former is decomposed in the furnace and the powder particles sinter about the openings left by the
pore forming material. Porosity variations are obtained using different temperatures. The characteristics
of three different runs are shown In Table 3. As can been seen, porosities can be controled over a fairy
wide range. The pore diameters and porosity were determined by mercury porosirnetry. The strengths of
the samples were Inversely related to the porosities. Because of brittleness, these materials are best cut
using a laser cutting tool in an inert atmosphere. A photograph of the disks and a micrograph showing the
micro-structure are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. All samples possessed sufficient strength to
permit handling without breaking.

Talk 3. Characerislic of Porous, 2D crn AN Disks

Sample Poroslty,% Denty, g/cmn Maximum Pore Size, u
V-1 15 48.6 1.72 0.32

V-120 4Z2 1.93 0.29

V-116 34.8 2.18 0.27
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Figure 2. Fused separator laser cut to 2 in. diameter. Figure 3. SEM photograph (xl0,000) shows fused
Size is compatible with 20 cm2 test cells permitting structure with open channel porosity. Sample shown is
testing of rigid, edge seal separator structures. 35% porous - max. pore diameter. 0.27 IL

These small capillaries have to be filled with electrolyte. This is an interesting process, first to get the
molten electrolyte into the pores and second, to avoid distortion or cracking of the impregnated separator
as the electrolyte cools and solidifies.

An aliquot of electrolyte was melted in a pyrex crystallizing dish inside a glove box containing a dry Ar
atmosphere. The coupon of porous AIN was brought into contact with the melt at a very low angle to
minimize gravitational effects and to prevent freezing as the melt ascends the capillaries. Capillary filling
of this sort permits gases in the pores to be eliminated by replacement with the liquid electrolyte. Capillary
filling did occur rapidly and the wetting front was clearly observed. Further, the 20 cm2 disks remained
fiat and did not crack upon electrolyte freezing.

The thicknesses of these separators are 0.64 mm (0.025 in.) as compared to powder pressed MgO
separators which are 0.2 mm thick (0.008 in.). Because of this, the end of pulse voltages are lower. The
voltage limit on charge was increased from 1.95 volts to 1.98 volts to compensate for the greater ohmic
drop in the separator. Pulse discharge testing consisted of five cycles of 6 pulses followed by a sixth
cycle of 12 pulses (normal qualification routine). The results of the pulse performance are shown in
Figure 4 for least and most porous of the AIN sintered separators along with a comparison to one of the
better MgO powder separators. The MgO separator is about one third the thickness and has less of a
voltage drop. Even so, these data do show that the average power does not suffer excessively from the
use of the sintered AIN materials. System designs can compensate for the slightly reduced power levels;
an average power density of 1.73 W/crn over 12 pulses is the baseline point design for the 100 MJ (40
module) ARDEC battery system. While the power density values are deemed satisfactory, there are other
aspects of these separator materials that are superior.

First, it should be noted that the data of Figure 4 are taken after the cells have reached the 100 cycles.
Second, the final or background currents observed with the sintered AIN separators are the lowest values
thus far observed, Figure 5. After formation, the 50% porous material yields background currents below
2 mAtcrn? after charges of only one hour duration. Final currents decrease to 1 mA or less after overnight
or prolonged charges. The less porous sinter has even lower background currents. The MgO material
used for comparison has short term values of 5 mA which decreases to about I mA after the prolonged
charges. There is some evidence that cells (in bipolar stacks) remain in better balance and cycle life is
increased for cells with low background currents.

The thickness changes for these sintered AIN separators were compared with the powdered MgO
separators. The thickness change over 100 cycles of the MgO containing cells is 0.25 mm (0.010 in.)
while that of the AIN cells is only 0.15 mm (0,006 in.). It is felt that this difference is evidence that the
sintered AIN separators are dimensionally stable. This dimensional stability augurs well for full size, 150
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There i also photogrephic eMene to ppot the cordention tht sntered AIN is dmelonay stable.
Upon dissection at the end of testing the cells were fractured and exarmled. Micrographs of a V-116
separator (34.8% porosity) and of a MgO separator are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In addition to
slubstaiating dkinsional stability the AIN separator :. pridine white as it was originally when the c
was Md. There Is penetration of the glerode mfterdals into the MgO as evidenced by the
ds coloraton, and the asr -.-'or material was obviously comreseed and dhiored dcing testing.
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Figure 6 MAGOX MgO separa afte 372 cycles. Note Fure 7. V116 AIN sear (35% porosity) after more
bandki in searaor and wavy chrisic than 100 cycles. Note pists white color, complete

absence of bnding and the dimennsioal Mbity of the
separator.

The surfaces of the sintered AIN separators were examined by heating the cell and removing the
electrode pelets. The separators were found to have several cracks which led to testing for the
freeze-thaw capability of this separator. Four freeze-thaw cycles were used. At the end of the test the cell
was brought into the dry room for a cold resistance test with a digital ohmmeter which indicated the cold
resistance was greater than 10 megohms. The test sample was heated and the cathode removed. Upon
mnicrosopc examination the separator was found to be cracked as were the first too cets and the
fracture cross-sections were similarly clean and give yet more evidence of dimensional stability.

The low rate discharges of celos with the dimensionally stable AIN separators were informative. These
discharges were carried out at 25 mA/cm2 to minimize the ohmic loss due to the thicker separators. One
such discharge is shown in Figure 8 where 856 mAh were obtained to 0.9 volt. This corresponds to 90%
of the 4 F/M capacity (946 mAh). After an overnight recharge at 1.98 volts with a constant current limit of
100 mA/cm', the cell was subjected to 12 consecutive pulses under the standard 12 /cm' for 4 seconds
(320 mAh) followed by another 25 rn/ 2 discharge, see Figure 9, and the total capacity obtained was
846 mAh. The end-of-pulse voltages were depressed by 100 mV when compared to values before the
deep discharge, but the middle and lower plateaus were not affected by the deep discharge, neither
voltage-wise nor capacity-wise.
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In view of the cWally of those teoo results it was reconimmne that lahger separviors suitable for use In
idure ARDEC teat mo~ules be laoatIedn . A pholograph of a WWge, 150 om' separator is shown in
Fligre 10. Such Places are Mlane u (to fte shum shown) from larger pieces that were of a square
a a Ouratlon, Sosie-up Io Othi size presented some problems. When heat tretig Io 600C In the vacuum
AiMMO a spe;a Wort was reojred to mnsur that the work pieces were uw*bl heate by the radiant
enr*y to avold a dfleetwsl thermal expansion that would lead to distortion andi efraturing After solving
this problem a special fbcburs hod Io be made to Iriprognate the larger separalors The metal frame
holders used for the, 5 cm disamter dukel used thin wire. but sinds ar rne hladers alaerger diameterwire
btroduced thermal shockt and frsams had to be made using the th~inner wire. Also, the sinall angle used
when inserting the separator Into the mo."a electrolyte became critical with the larger piece. Capilary
risein the porn Is about 5 m,and 5mm fora 50 n uwide pieceslebss e, t'?,than 5 mm ora wider
150 mmeseparator. Now that the recpkemew for su~cceed*u scaling up the procoe esand procedures
have been established it remains to uailly the larger separalors using lugl size. tspe cas ask in sealed
moAllen.

Fgen 10. RA Size Olnnuondy Sift MN Sqapsia

Testing of yfttdYOjwas done using a mxof 8w/ yftft with 42w/o electrolyte and talfng2.4g for
the 20 cm' cell The composition was selected on the basis of density of the materials so tha the volume
composietion would be the same as the cells having Mg0 separators. The top charge insertion was in the
order of 60 rnAh which corresponds to 18% of the theoretical value of the GaS,. This is In good
agresmest with the expected 80% state-otcharge as previously described In this report. The final current
after the short term charge was 5 m~dam'. After several cycles, during which the fOrmto prlocess toolt
plaea, the final short term charg currer dcreased to $-4 mfdam'.
Pulse Wetotn resulted In 1.54 volts at the end of the "it pulse and 1.4 volts at the end of the twelfth
pulse. After declaring thi material as a candidate for replacing Maglite, D, a cell with a yttrl separator
was stress teste. Stress testing involved a number of changes in procedures. Final current were
investigated as a function of chug voltage and these data are shown in Figure I11 where the 2.2 mA/cm'
at 1.95 volts increased to 3.4 mA at 2.06 volts. We did not go higher In voltage because previous
evidence indicated tha some other process starts. The final currents were also f ollowed to see how the
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might change with cycle life or aging, but deep discharge cycles may have confounded the results. A
number of deep discharges were run using the pulse discharge technique. On cycle 20 there were 19

puses which resulted In discharge of materials at the upper and middle plateaus, followed by 37 pulses
on the very next cycle to discharge all available material. This was subsequently folowed by 34 pulses on
cycle 28, and 39 pulses on cycle 52. After the deep discharge on cycle 28, a degraded performance was
observed. After leaving the middle plateau there is a loss of ability to recharge the cell so that the voltage
levels on the upper plateau are degraded. Some of the degradation is overcome by prolonged charges,
and from this we find that overcharge is beneficial to some degree and that the system appears immune
to damage by extended overcharge provided the voltage does not exceed -2.06 at 48WC. Some self
dischar g measurements were made which Indicate that the rate is about 1% per hour, or one-tenth the
final current.
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Figtue 11. Fial caurent - dependenr e on chare vdae

Duplicates not only verify the results but without the deep discharges the yttria separator system is able
to reach and even exceed the Initial goal of 100 cycles with end-of-pulse voltages of 1.63 volts on the
sixth and 1.51 volts on the twelfth consecutive pulse.

One cell achieved 160 cycles before Intentional shutdown. This cell incorporated the reduced quantities
of active materials highlighted in Table 1 as being necessary to affect a significant 10% reduction in
system volume. Stable power densities of 1.92 watts/cl 2 (also identified in Table I as a viable approach
to reduce system volume by 10%) were maintained throughout the 160 cycles. At 160 cycles
(approximately 10 days on-line), the final current had slowly risen to 5 mAcm2 . Had this cell been
allowed to run longer, it is clear from the pulsing data that it would have exceeded the 200 cycle goal
established for this program.

-. andm oxide

Three different kinds of MgO were tested. The other samples on hand did not possess an analysis or a
set of physical properties that were similar to Maglite D. Tateho TA 152 and Elastomag 170 MgO
materials were able to be pelletized and made into cells. However both of these failed to maintain a cell
capable of being cycled since the cells became shorted for no obvious reason. There may be some
electronically conducting aspect to these materials and interest was lost in them.

The third material subjected to test was obtained from Combustion Engineering's Premier Service
Corporation and is identified as Magox Super Premium MgO. When mixed with electrolyte, the quantity
weighed for use in 20 cm2 cells had to be increased to 1.4 g (vs. as little as 0.8 g for Maglite D MgO) to
avoidshort circuits. The cell formed as expected and the voltages at the end of the sixth pulse were
about 1.6 volts and at the end of the twelfth pulse are about 1.5 volts. Changes in performance show up
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only leW in e. see Figure 12, where it is demonstrted that even at cycle 331 the twelfth pulse had an
nd-of-pUle voltage of 1.4 volts.
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The cycling was done manually during the day so that the charge continued during the night. The final
ourrents recorded in the morning are shown in Figure 13. The extended charge resulted In currents of 2
mA/cnm or les for 372 cycles. At shutdown, this cell had logged 370 cycles and was maitained at 4800
for 25 days. The total number of pulses exceeded 2500.

Having exceeded the goal of 100 cycles so well, it was decided to experknment more with the ce. It was
after 350 cycles that the current limit on charge was decreased from the standard 100 mAicm' to 50, then
25 and inaly to 10 mAtcm'.

The cell characteristics also changed so that on the 25' morning of the test the final current had
increased to 10 mAncrn' portending fallure. The cell was stopped after 378 cycles. The cold resistance
was 11 ohm Indicating a short circuit existed that would leak about 10 rncArcm3 agreeing with direct
measurement. Final thickness was 1.0 mm Indicating a shnrikage of 0.28 rmm, also agreeing with the
change In thickness obtained curing the test with the transducer. The major thickness changed occurred
over the first three days of testing.
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This test with decreasing current limits was considered confounded by the age of the cel since it had
logged 350 cycles prior to changing the charge current density. Another cell was constructed using the
same recipe. The first 16 cycles duplicated the previous results so that the charge current limit was
decreased to 10 m/Vcmn. This change was applied on cycle 17 and by cycle 23 the final current
increased to 23 mA/crm. Attempts to recondition the cell were futile. It was then inferred that decreasing
current density below -60 mAn/cm was detrimental to the system. This degradation does not show up
immediately, but requires several cycles for the onset. The corollary of this inference is that the system is
better behaved with the faster charges. This result has already been incorporated into ARDEC 20 and
50-cell module testing. Modules are normally charged at no lower than 50 mA/cm2 to avoid this
perornance degradation phenomena. This lower bound on charge current density is used because it
allows for safe recharge of the modules without overheating during recharge or extended overcharge
(present 150 cm2 module test configuration within the furnace does not incorporate any active cooling).

IV. Unit Cells

A Test Cell Design

The base technology cells are made with commercially available CoS. which is dried in a vacuum furnace
and then assayed for water content. This material has been analyzed by XRD and DTA and found to be
typically 80% CoS0 and 20% CoAS,. These analyses are in agreement with the top charge procedure
adopted for evaluation testing of cells that indicate the material is about 80% charged initially. It had been
thought that there are three voltage levels in the discharge of CoS2 and that the uppermost level
corresponds to the reaction:

3 CoS2 + 4 Li --* Co 3S, + 2 LiS

in which case there are 4/3 faradays of charge involved with each mole of CoS2. Later we shall show that
the upper and middle voltage levels discharge at a mixed potential and this was later used to make the
cells thinner and lighter for the same kind of discharges. The initial design was based on this 4/3 F/M
relationship and a negative to positive ratio of 2:1.

The 5 cm diameter cell has an area of 20 cme and, historically, is built to a capacity of 0.4 Ah.

The cathode composition is:

CoS2 76 w/o

Electrolyte (single cation) 20 w/o

I.2S 4 w/o

Weight of Mix 1.89 g

The theoretical capacity based on 4/3 F/M is 0.417 Ah, and for a complete discharge to a value below Co
metal production, 4 F/M, the theoretical capacity is 1.251 Ah. Since about 20% of the capacity is as
Co084 the electrode must have sufficient ýiS to allow the top charge to be effective:

Co3S4 + 2 Li4S --ý 4 Li + 3 CoS2

The amount of LiS required for the reaction to proceed without limitation is 71.3 mg and the amount built
into the cell is 75.6 mg, a slight excess which should be sufficient to support the initial top charge.

The anodes should have an electrochemical design that provides sufficient capacity to discharge the
cathodes, a reserve to accommodate the top charge and some charged reserve to accommodate some
overdischarge. The anode composition is:
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LIAI (17.5 W/oU rich) alloy 52 W10

USI slloy (19.8 W/o) 13 W/o

Electrolyte (singo cation) 35 w/1o
Weight of Mix 2.29

A sketch diagramming the amount and distribution of the state Of charge Of the eectrodes
covIrreNpndngI to the cool design is shown In Figure 14.
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B. Uilzation Improement
Models for pulse power designs Indicate that battery volume as well as weight: densities could be
kmipovd by (1) operating the cathode at a deeper depth of discharge and (2) decrasing the ratOO Of
negative to positive capacity. Such Improvemnents should result In at least a 10% hkqrovemerlt in fth
volume of the ARDEC power supplies. There are Indications in our previous work that it may be possible,
to operate the coil to a lower potential because the performanc is that of a mixed potential during
discharge. The caveat Is not to completely discharge the mkiddle plateau. We have been operating under
the 4/3 FIM mode based on the upper plateau reaction:

2 CoS2 + 4 Li -4 Co3S4 + 2 UtS,
and the assumption of a utilization of 80%. For a deeper depth of discharge the assumptions are changed
to 1.75 FIM and the same 80% which is not unusual for e4ectrochemca reactions.
Aslgf%~anreduction ofN:P ratio isgoing from 2:1 to 32.The state of charge of the anode was
decreased to 90% by using material made to the corresponding composition on the a+p plateau. The
Initial testing for the increased depth of discharge was done by essentially not changing the design of the
cell, but by incrasing the depth of discharg. Sixteen pulses (vs. the usual 12) were run with the end-of-
pulse voltage remaining about 1.4 volts.
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Because a 90% state of charge IAI aloy would discharge without involvement of LiSi alloy, the capacity
computation for the anode mix did not include any LiSI contrbution. The cell voltage is a little lower since
Oh P phase was not entered to the exhaustion of the a phase material during charge. Because of ft
voltag lowering the chage voltage was aiso adfusted downward.
Later oask were redesigned decreasing the amount of cathode material to achieve just 12 pulses at a real
F/M utilization of 1.4 (80% of 1.75) of the cathode material. The anode was weighed so that the U
cq~aclly of the 10 a/o to 48 a/o U in UAI alloy is 1.5 times the CoSA capacity value. Both electrodes had
less mass so that the weight and volume of the colb were significantly decreased.

These cel resulted In achieving 200 cycles with a munimum voltage of 1.5 volts on the twelfth pulse
versus a target of 100 cycles with 1.4 volts minimum at the end of the twelfth pulse. Figure 15 shows the
results of pulsing a cell with a deeper depth of discharge and a 3:2 anode/cathode ratio. The points are
the individual pulses with the ordinate giving the end-of-pulse voltage and the abscissa presented in the
F/M format. These results demonstrate the success of the thinner, lighter cathodes in achieving the
required depth of discharge by yielding 1.5 volts at 1.4 F/M (actual delivered capacity). It was also found
during the course of this work that the anodes at 90% state of charge discharge at about 20 mV less
than those that are fully charged and termed "lithium rich".
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Figure 15. LABCOM cell 2037 1.75 F/M, 'U Rich', Pulse Disluha Cycle 177

Considering performance, final currents and cycle life, it is concluded that the U rich anode material Is
preferable. Both types of anode accept the overcharge that accompanies a prolonged constant potential
charge.

V.Reaction Entropy

The energy contained in a battery depends upon its reversible potential, E, and its capacity, and these
are used to obtain the Gibbs Energy term,

-AG= zE.

In the discharge, capacity is withdrawn but the voltage is less than E. Let the voltage across the load be
rer emeed by VT then the work done on the load by a current t is WT. The energy dissipated within the
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bauttery Is tE - VT). Most batteries absorb energy from the ambient during charge, evident from cooing,
and release an extra energy on discharge, evident by an extra heating. These are entropy exchanges
with the ambient. This entropy term can be measured from :

W w -AS, and -AG = :E,

hence, I=M
8T zF

The open circuit voltage, E, is related to the Gibbs Energy term by the equation above. One of the values
we need is AS to ascertain the entropy interchange with the environment.

On discharge the integrated current, JIiat , can be no greater than the theoretical capacity. There can
be a spontaneous discharge reaction that represent chemical decomposition or shuttle mechanisms or
even reaction with the environment. Any of these parasitic reactions represent a rate of capacity loss, ',
which when multiplied by E represent the internal power dissipation. If we add to this the unaccounted for
energy, t':t(E - VT). then the total power and energy are known. The thermal effect is to heat the battery.
Next we need to know the heat capacity and the heat transfer rate to the environment.

On charge the problems become more confounded because the charge efficiencies are further from
unity. Some fraction of the current goes into side reactions, the charge voltage exceeds the open circuit
voltage or rest potential. The energy dissipated during charge consists of three parts:

entropy interchange with the environment.
"- X total voltage.
(I- ý,ý x total voltage) - energy stored.

The sum of these values gives us the energy responsible for heat rise within the cell or battery.

To work out a model we again have two approaches of which one is heuristic and the other one is based
on irreversible thermodynamics. Better yet, one may be regarded as phenomenological and the other as
mechanistic. With the phenomenological approach we can surely fit the data, but lack insight. With a
mechanistic approach good intuition is required to generate a model that does fit the data; this is the
more difficult approach but the pay-off is more valuable. A successful mechanistic theory would enable
an examination of the system for improvements. The discharge portion can follow the electrochemical
model. The charge and overcharge process will require additional speculation on the processes,
especially since we lack certainty in several regards. One area of unknowns concerns CoS, where x > 2.
We hope to identify other such areas during the treatment and penetrate them sufficiently to make an
impact. In this way we may be able to treat charge and overcharge in a more quantitative way.

Entropy data come from the measurement of a. The cells heing measured were adjusted to one of the
three levels by charge or discharge. Data were taken during heat up as well as during cool down. The
data were taken with a Keithley DMM 197 Autoranging Multimeter and temperature from the
Hewlett-Packard Computer readout of the thermocouples on the test stand. Only the data from 420 to
4800C are used. The equation V(T) = V(0) + L- x T was obtained from the data using the HP15C least
square regression with the results shown in Table 4. From these values the entropy values are as
follows:

Upper voltage plateau 28.8 calories per degree per mole

Middle voltage plateau -26.8 calories per degree per mole

Lower voltage plateau 41.5 calories per degree per mole.
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The erro acVowpAny the middle voltage plateau is a negative value. The dimension of joules per
mal per degree Kelvin Wa also known as the entropy unit. The entropy values enter the computer
perormance model (developed to predict transient electrochemical and thermal behavior) and influence
the thermal aspects of module end multi-module system design. There are thermal changes during the
pulse discharges and duing the subsequent recharges due to the internal resistance of the system. In
addition to the Vtermal generation there are the entropic changes. In this Instance during charge at the
upper voltage plateau, for example, the battery actually cools. This sort of behavior is not unique to this
molten salt bterW since cooing nas also been observed as well in the room temperature nickel cadmium
and sever zin battery systems. So our thermodynamic measurements support the ARDEC mathematical
model and are useful In the thermal design of modules and batteries made up from the modules.

Table 4. Throchemical Data

Plateau V(O) av Correlation F/M
Wr Coelfficent

. . .. . .. .... . . .... ... . X .. . .

2084 heating 1.715 1.509 0.000278 0.972 4/3

2085 heating 1.715 1.498 0.000294 0.975 4/3

2085 cooling 1.715 1.521 0.000258 0.985 4/3
12088 cooling 1 1.370 1.314 0.0000745 .... 0.996 M.... 9... •....

2087 heating 1.715 1.397 0.000432 0.99 4/3

02088 heating 1.717 1.6537 0.000122 0.999 4/3

02088 cooling 1.350 1.2024 0.000336 10009 16/9

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ........ ... ... ........ ......... .. ..... ...................i! ii i~ iiii ii!iiiii iii!!~ iil
• " .. .'.',..''..'.'..''," '.."'"' "" ..' .. :'::'':''•:'i': ':T'i:'':'' ...' .....' ...'.: ....i' ............. :.'..'........:......: :'':''::''>:•''i'': :'

0298 heating 1.717 1.648 0.000143 0.998 4/3

0296 cooling 1.63 1.735 -0.000211 0.999 8/9

0298 heating 1.63 1.834 -0.000413 1.000 8/9

A.Final Currents

Electrochemnical systems in a closed circuit condition do not usually balance out potentials, not even in
potentiometerm where a balance is struck by averaging settings. These small currents are referred to as
thermal reactions and not investigated because they are considered negligible. We find that the charging
potentials are associated with a current flow even after long periods on charge and these are termed final
currents.

The speculation that final currents are due to leakage or self-discharge are not borne out by direct
measurement of self-discharge. The measured self-discharge rate is an order of magnitude less than the
final current. In the early stages of the work an expression was found for a cell which fit the following
reainhip:

h = 104x(V -1.884)
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where % Is the fial acurent density In miiamperes per c'i and V is the charging poteni. The consat
In thi equation are believed to depend upon the nature and degn of the cell. The desig depending
upon phases, states of charge, ratio of capacities, whereas the nature depends upon the specific
chemicals used for the electrodes as well as depending upon the separator material.

As a cell ages the final currents tend to increase. This may be due to the cell becoming hnne or due to
a material migration over the edge of the pellet (around the separator). Both of these do occur.
Examination of the three-layered pellet structure reveals such edge migration. If the material that
migrates li electronically conducting it is the equivalent of a short circuit.

There are two kinds of thickness changes. When a cell is first heated and tested, the molten electrolyte
permits the particles to rearrange urdr the applied force. This Is the initial large change discussed in the
first part of this report in the section on dimensionally stable separators. There is another kind of change
which Is much smaller, shown in Figure 16, and deals with the state of charge. The cell becomes thinner
on discharge and thickens again during charge. The dimensional change is dependent upon the state of
charge. The thickness variation after 12 pulses show a delayed change at the start of charge and an
overshoot in thickening on charge. As a result, the variation is thickness change is greater for the 12
pulse discharges than expected based on the 6 pulse discharges.

TIM gIg

Fipe 16. Cell LBCM2044H' Cycles 2D3 to 210
The original goal had been to find materials and methopds of construction to bring the final currents; to
values of 10 mAicm'eto decreas the failure rates. A nunber of separator materials were able to do this
even though the cell design was more stressful. Figure 17 shows the effect of four different separators
on the overnight charges in the design where the utilization of active materials was Imnproved. The yttria
and Affa AIN powdered materials show the typical increase of final currents which occurs near the end of
cycle life. The dimensionally stable AIN and Magox demonstrate the decreasing final currents as cycling
proceeds. Along with this is also an improvement in pulse voltages. It is the set of these characteristics
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that Is oonsidered as the forming process and Is believed due to a redistribution of electrolyte.
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As the final currents are decreased in value the cycle life of the batteries also is found to increase.

B. FRapid Formadion

The builking up or improvement in perormance with cyclig during the 1ir1t 24 hours of testing has been
recurfring so that it appears to be a characteristic of the system. In other battery systems where formation
Is iouncI such as lead acid, nickel-cadmiumn and silver-zinc there are combinations of treatments that
accelerate formation. Since it may be either the cycling or the ovemighl charge that is responsible for the
bill on In the molten salt CoSA/i battery, the formation may be accelerated by applying the overnight
charge in place of the top charge.

A cell with the new standard design, 1.75 F/M and 32 negative to positive ratio (U rich) was heated and
allowed to rermai on charge overnight. The series of 12 pulses were then applied and it was obvious that
a rapid formation process did not occur. After 5 sets of 6 pulses (five cyc~les) a second set of 12 pulses
was applied on the sixth cycle. The end-of-pulse voltage data were improved. Apparently the
charge-discharge cycling is needed to bring about the voltage improvement that we have termed

C. Call Ba~lancing

There are a number of electrohmcl factors that can influence final currents and cell balancing as well
as several physical factors that can also affect ceig balanicing. Upon reaching an overcharge condition the
electrode process changes and the electrolyte Is decomposed. In the case of the positive electrode the
oMrArg conditions correspond to the cmplete conversion of CosS4 to COS,, and yet current is forced

through the cell necessitatin a charge transfer reaction. A charge transfer reaction results in an external
current. However, while oxidation occurs at one electrode, a coupled reductive charge transfer process
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occurs at the othe electrode. One possible reWion, is oxidation of So ion to 8~,0 a polyoullide. Skimlarty, In
the ame of the negative electrode where LU Ion was reduced to LAI until x-0.92., ctnjd charge

troducm a voltage Increa from the nbeed *4 plateau just to the A pha. The ovwehge ourrent Is
the "lnal curtan In Iad acid terminology and leakage cunerr In moten sat terminology.

In aSdOlm to electrolysis the edechozed muterials may be trnsported so ta they meot In the @pac
between the electrodes and react to reform the original materiaL Kaun de-cribes a soluble U that ooms
with a slight Increase of voltage, the polysufides are also slubls In the molen electrolym. When Vim
materials reoonibne the salt, LI.S, hat had been electrolyzed Is reorsme. There are variations of this
which may be achieved by degn such as having an excess capacity bult io one of the electrode so
that the ratio of negative to positive capacity is not unity, and that the states of chag are such th one
electrode reachs ull charge before the other. As an example, consider a design starting with positive
electrodes that contain Co only as CoS, and the negative electrodes with u/J with xO.92 but enough U
in the &loy to at lAst be stalchomlc equal to the C4% content. On charge this design favor S8
oxidation before the negative electrode demonst-aten a voltage rise orrespondirng to x exceeding 0.92.
There are mechanism In some batteries which involve materials present in a cell which are reduced at
one electrode, diffuse to the other electrode where they are oxddized and in this way cause a loss of
charge of both electrodes. The S, and Li mechankm scussed above are similar to shuttle mechanisms
but are cordlned to overcharge. Materials which can puticipsts in an open circuit shuttle mechanism have
yet to be dentified.
Battery matenals are chosen because they are very reactive - so reactive that they may decompose at a
slow but finrie rate. Co4, was found to decompose kio Co, S, and S, the sulfur pressure (and thereby the
degree of decompostn) increatn with temperature. Also, U does have some small solkility in the
moken electrolyte. The dissolved U thot reacts with CoA, is rplac by material of the anode. Such
deo•mposition and solubization represent self-discharge which occurs on open dcruit stand
The bipolar conliguration permits cello be closely packed, share cell walls, and combine the functions
of wall and intercell connector. The marry advantages of thi configuration make it desirable, but the
electrolyte of each cell in the battery must be confined within . If there is electrol creep, and creeping
is enhanced by the polarity, ther may be encountere a pathway common to several celb. This common
pathway gives rise to an intercell leakage current which alers the polarzailon and capecity of the
electrodes in the battery. As a consquence, there is discharge which occurs as long as the common
electrolyte path exists and between all those cells sharn the common electrolyte path.
Them is always an ionic pathway between electrodes and any inadvertent electronic connectin between
the same electrodes completes the drouilt. One way this can happen is by dendrite formation. The
dendrites behave as whiskers and a very small point grows to touch the counter electrode, but the
geometry is such that the effective resistance is high. This high irpednce short can react
electichsmlcaL to break the circuit. The reformation and subsequent breaking or reaction of the
dendrte gives rie to an intermittent partial short. The shoting can be made worse by the change in
dimrensions (volume) of the active materials as a function of the state-of-charge. The shorting causes
some degree of discharge that would show up when leakage currents are measured, particularly during
charge of the battery.

During the courst of tids development work there appeared to be a relationship between some of the
experinertal factort. and the final current. We may discuss these factors but must note that a single
mechanism may not be Involved and the causes are confounded by interactions.

One of the factors that affect the magnitude of the final current is the composition of the anode. The UN
alloys available early in the program had a composition more concentrated in U than reprseented by
L.N. This material is termed U rich and is entering the 0 ally phase and potential range. If the ahloy
composition is maintained between 10 and 48 a/o U the a and p phases are present and exhibit a
constant potential 0.248 less negative than pure UL. A UM alloy maintained within this range where a and
p coexist is, for convenience, termed U poor. It has been established that the U poor material is related
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to cells having larger final currents than U rich material and this is due to what may be explained as a
differmece In the back EMF.

The cathode maeW is not corpletely blameless with rspec to mel currents. Direct comparison of
CoS. from Ala and Cerac shows no difference in final currents. The CoS% material from Read ehiblts
much grater lalage currents. The Reed material is physically dieM by flowing free and being more
crystalline In appearance.

Temperature also has an effect upon the final current, as may be expected. A plot of04 versus T has a
transition point at 425C. Above this temperature the activation energy for the process is 4.52 kcal per
mole and below 425C the activation energy Is 0.67 kcal per mole. The mechanism at the higher
temperatures is probably a diffusion controlled process while at the lower temperatures the controong

hsm is presumed to be electrical conduction.

MgO separators with calculated thicknesse of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 mm were built into cells and tested. The
final currents were found to diminish as the thickness increased. There was an exception to this general
observation - when the separator was made in two parts the final currents were lessened.

D.Effect of Non-Uniform Leakage Currents

In multicell bipolar testing the first few cycles indiate matched cells with respect to end-of- pulse voltages
and end-of- charge voltages. Sometimes after the initial cycling the end of charge voltages diverge.
Although the charge voltage limit applied is n x 1.95 volts, where n is the number of series cells in the
battery, some ceols reach values of over 2 volts and others are as low at 1.6 volts. This divergence
subsequently results In poor pulse performance with the endof-lpulse voltages also ivergng (due to
some cab being Insufficiently charged).

There are two observations made with these cels that help shed some ligh on the balancing or
uniformity of behavior. These are: (1) the fact that they become thinner over the first few days of testing -
notably a reduction from 0.125 cm to 0.100 cm, and (2) the movement of electrolyte from the core radially
toward the edge of the bipolar waN.
In addition to these observations we have some knowledge that bears on the non-uifformity. One of
these comes from the hermetically sealed nicikadmium cell field. With a great deal of effort to control
electrode thickness, loading levels, separators and geometry of cell cases the void volumes of the core
still varies from cel to cel. These void volumes are measured by electrolyte retention., If these ells can
vary significantly, why not assume that the molten salt LI/CoS can also vary from cell to cell. This means,
then, that the electrolyte in some cells can creep radIaly to the edge of the bipolar wall. If a contiguous
cell happens also to have excess electrolyte then the two fins can meet and form an irca conductive
pathway between them. This situation is diagrammed In Figure 18 for a three cell bipolar battery. The
electrolyte Is shown as cross-hatched. The electrolyte between cells I and 2 is inicated as having
migrated over the bipolar wall which acts as the current collector. This results in the anode of one cell and
the cathode of the contiguous cell having two kinds of conductive paths. The electrolyte that has crept
around the bipolar wall is an ionic conductor while the wall itself is an electronic conductor. The resistance
of the wall is very small but the ionic conductivity of the leakage path depends upon the geometry of the
thin film, path length and specific conductivity of the electrolyte. The current flow depends upon the
impedance value of the electrolyte and the voltage difference between the cathode of cell 1, V,, and the
anode of cell 2, V,,, or:

(. - V,.Y,
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where AlIs the lonlo i indsoe.

Fgure 16. SOWIu bkmW balmy Wkh normuftu issq PA#L

Note that the vakleo j depends upon the state of charge of the electrodes, but its sign doen not change
unless the battery Is so deeply dbschrge resulting in a leas one of the Involved electrodes to change
pr cesses and call polarity, an extreme conditin. These contiguous electrodes, then. are always;
dischagin whather the battsery is being charged or discharged. If I is the charge current then electrodes
Vd and V,,ar charging at the rate 1; sliviarty, electrodes V,, and % are also charging at rate I.
Electrodes Vol and V are charging at a diflren rat, equa to I -j. When the voltage, Mni Is reached, the
value of I decreases with time approaching the "ia current 14. If il -c then electrodes V,, and V., are
dischariginig whilethe other 4 electrodes are chargin or mahntaining their states df charge.

Consider what happenswhan V,, - V. - 1.6 volt corresponding to fth middle voltag plateau and the
battery Is on a constant: potential of 5.85 volts. The other two pair of electrodes am subjsedW to an
elective 4.25 volts. Cell 3 has one pair of antipodes and Its tap voltage wil be measured as 2.125 volts.
Calb I and 2ame conorunded averaging 1.M6 volts, but in realty one of the cell will be gresate than this
value and fth othe lower because the polarization of anodes and cathodes differ. Thus, fth three call
will edibi three diffren top voltages. Pulse performnance wil obviously depend on state of charge of
each dectrode in the battery.
E Open Cirwi Stan
Afte charge a call was place on open circuit and allowed to undergo self discharge for one hour. The
call was then su~sctsd to a sad of 12 pulses. It was than returned to routine cycling for a nwiiber of
cycles and again pieced on open chit* stand, then, for two hours a1We 32 cycles. Followinig the samne
routine a four hour seff-dlsharge period was allowed after cycle 40 and an sight hour sel-discharg
stand afte cycle 48. The pulse perormances am shown in Figure 19. In spite of the high temperature the
rate of perfommmc lose ls not great up to fou hours on open circuit. After sel discharging for eight
hours the, system was able to sustain 10 pulses without significant performance loss. Even the last two
pulses of the series remasined above 1 volt. This kind of performnance for a tetravalen transition mnetal
chalmaoogdeni insa molten sal battery system is noteworthy. Indleed, there is a nf~ary significance to
thmefendings. This sort of electrochemis try can be e-tende to thermnal batteries that have knproved Wie
and hWhe power Capabilities, and can, therefore, be used for other applications such as sonobuoys.
This extended open circuit stand capability of Co,% is in direct contrast to the performnance observed with
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.Male n sell s There we two apprwoehes tho may be used. The 1.1 Is to decreas the amoue of
el ctroly- place kft~ the dand the second is to employ an edg sealt Bath of thesee apro:ches were

@;ppra hes may be used iogalhar one to enhance the other and therby Improve the rallability for
lora~lved battery systems. Subsequjent to thi e~ci the ARDEC progrnarmwenouerd particle size and
d e 1111"on differences from lot to lot of the separalor malarial. In additio to this some dilsuces of
procedure with CoS, production were found. The particle sizves may contribults to electrolyte
management, but we have nat yet been able to conceive nor demonstrate how the CoB, contributes to
electrolyte manaigernwt, and this remanv to be investigated.
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Silclet Raid HOa TrWler Capabity ID SiOpc his Clwg Rate

An amount of electrolyte was removed from the cd white in fabrication that c-rspne to the 0-215 mm
thicknss change. There were several ways In which this reduction in ectotequantity could be
InstItuted. In the first cell of the series the anode was prepared devoid of electrolyte and the amount in the
separaor was decreased. The nex experiment prepared the three components (anode, cathode and
separator) with only Se% of the usual quantity. The third kind of cog was prepared with no electrolyte in
the cathodfe and a senkiby separator. Thus these first cells all had but 311% of the usual amount of
electole but diffeetly distributed among the three components.
While thes cells; were thin and lightweight, pulse behavior was poor even after allowing three days for
lorniation. Over this Period the performance knpmrved, as expected, but not to the point of acceptabilty.
0ut of ints1eres in peformance at lower rates one of thes ceb (devoid of electrolyte in the cathode) was
discharged! at 100 nWcm to 0.9 volt C~apacity correspode to 3.2 F/U. After a rest of 0.4 hour, at
which timne the voltage icreamed to 1.32 volls, the discharge was continued at 25 m/dam to 0.9 volt and
the tota Capacit incrased to 3.7 F/M, about 92% of the theoretical capacity. The effect upon power
density capeblilyis shown in F'igure 21.
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Ome conclusion drawn Is tha the amount of eleckoroteremove was excessive. Second, the diminilshed
ele ctrolyte quantity menset that an electrolyte transport was neededn tocreate the interface between solid
and l"ui fm the charge transfler p roess. Hence, local ourrent densities are high and voltages suffe.
There is capacity preoe* in thes overly dry ceob which Is availbl at lower rates. At 25 m~dcm we
have obtaine as much capac*t as can reasonably be expected. Hence, we have to search for the
Prope aOuNtI of deletrlyte and how it should be distrbiuted within the ael. Recen ARDEC module

exeine ugs this Io be an IMpora piece of fluture work.

The next variation Investigated involved use of the dlimnsNIionaly stable, AIN separator. Since the pores
COul be Ued with mobtn electroyte and the electroyte cortert remains unchanged during hoea up and
compression we are able to decrems the number componients being varied from three to two. Other work

aperdto indicte that the electrolye that Weaves the pellt comes from the anode. Hence the cathode
wsu standat using 20 w/o electrolyte The anode composition was dcreoased from a standardl 35 wlo

electrolyt down to 19.5 w/o, but the amount of Li and alloys were unchanged. Testing result showed
th IlorgnsUn pheinomenon Mgain whereby the perbrlorwce improved with cycling. While 12 pulses were
avaNilable, the voltages; were low indicating a greater slope of the EOPV versus pulse runtmer From such
data it was conclued that the optimumn quantity of electrolyte in the anode lNe between 19.5 wlo and 35
W/bo
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The next experiment in the series incorporated an edge seal and the MgO electrolyte. The amount of
elsctolyte In the anode was decreased to 27w/o.On testing the cell required cycling as well as an
overnight charge to undergo formation. Pulse discharge behavior was quite acceptable with background
currents reaching I to 2 mn/wc, values considered as benign. The cell was given three prolonged
charges including one that went a weekend. Examination after cooling revealed (1) a lesser quantity of
electrolyte leaving the pellet and (2) a successful containment of that electrolyte which did leave thePellet.

VI.Underpotential Deposition of Lithium

Inside some bipolar cells in battery stacks of molten salt Li/CoSe there is elemental U deposition. These
deposits can build sufficiently to cause a short circuiting of a cell.

A similar U deposition has been reported in ambient temperature non-aqueous lithium battery cells.
Takeuchi and Thiebolt investigated this phenomenon in a single cell monopolar lithium/silver vanadium
oxide systems. This is a primary battery and not rechargeable. When it is discharged the anode passes
an electron to the external load and puts a Li* ion into the electrolyte. The cathode simultaneously
accepts an electron from the external load which is used to reduce the vanadium and silver ion and takes
a LiV ion from the solution. It is an insertion type electrode, frequently termed intercalation compounds.
These workers used a stainless steel container hermetically sealed and having two, and in some cases
three feed-throughs. Ammeters between the anode terminal and the case registered the U deposition
rate onto the case which was later confinmed by destructive analysis. They state that the configuration did
not significantly differ from the standard case negative cells in performance nor the amount of U
deposited. The exact mechanism for Li deposition on the case was not given by these workers. They did
infer that the deposition was related to the pulse discharge regime.

It was strldng that the current flowed between the anode terminal and the stainless steel case, and that
the authors were able to relate the total ooulombic charge to the quantity of U deposited. Ammeters are
low impedance paths so that before the electrical connection was made the case was floating with regard
to potential. Let us regard the cell container as an unpoised electrode while floating. When connected to
the anode through the ammeter the following reactions are hypothesized:

anode, terminal metal I Li / electrolyte -+ e + UL(electrolyte)

cade: container / electrolyte (U÷) + e" --+ container / Li + electrolyte.

The electron is driven through the ammeter by the voltage difference of the two interfaces between solid
and liquid. The anode has its well-defined potential by LP / activity U÷ ion in the electrolyte. The cell case,
a cathode In this instance, has no defined potential being unpoised, changes its interface to approach the
potential of the anode. As the potential changes the driving force lessens and the current decreases. The
case is now regarded as a third electrode. When an ammeter is not present and the cell case is directly
connected to the anode, the situation is essentially the same except that the ability to measure the
current passing between the anode and the third electrode is absent.

The mechanism described above is not unique except for application to U batteries whether they are
molten salt or organic electrolyte batteries. It is a corrosion type reaction and we must recognize that this
sort of mechanism has been used to explain rust formation, for hydrogen evolution, for adhydrodes, for
supercapacitors and for other underpotential deposition phenomena.

The deposition of U on the unpoised metal occurs at a potential less than that of the anode and, for
convenience, we may call this mechanism the UPD hypothesis.

This hypothesis can be tested for application to the molten salt situation. A way conceived for testing the
hypothesis is similar to that of Takeuchi and Thiebolt. A sketch of the apparatus is shown in Figure 22.
An anode pellet is prepared along with a separator / electrolyte pellet. No cathode pellet is present. The
two pellets are joined in the normal manner and mounted in the test stand. The anode is on bottom, its
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usual position and it is on a norma collector, a Mo bipolar wal with a tab. A second collector, a tabbed
Mo b1polar wall islit a shown in Figure 22. The slitting is sufficient to ensure that when mounted as
shown there Is no electronic path between the tabbed side and the other. The Mo piece that
electronica floating Is used as a control.

Separator

Shunt ns~laor
Su ' e •material

...._. Keithley 1751

DMM

Figum V. Test appe-aks

The test stand Is a converted press and has metal platens. these platens are insulated from the test cell
by Maoor insulators. The heaters surround the test cell and a Mo foil covers the heater. Hence, an
Insulator has to be placed over the Mo tabbed piece, which we refer to as "cathode", and the control
piece or else these metal pieces would not be electronically isolated one from the other. The plan was to
heat the test cell to 4800C, wait several days and then connect the two Mo tabs, but this connection
should be through an ammeter or its equivalent. A two ohm precision resistor was used as the shunt and
the Keithley DMM obtained the voltage drop and this is the equivalent ammeter. The voltage drop was
also recorded using the data acquisition system.

It was intended to integrate the current-time relationship to obtain the charge passing between the two
Mo pieces. At the end of the experiment the Mo cathode would be reacted with water and UOH
determined by tiWration with a standard HCI solution; this is the procedure used in reference 11.
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The insulator in the first test using this apparatus was a ceramic BN disk. The current initily was 2.5 mA
and this decayed to 180 pA in 55 hours. The shape of the current versus time curve was similar to that
shown by Takeuchi and Thiebolt, but our currents were very much greater. Our final current is three
times higher than their surge current.

Next the Mo "cathode" and its control were each leached in water and titrated for the aalinity indicative
of LI deposition. Coulomatrically the amount of U deposited was nearly 1 meq but the Mo "caltode and
the control each analyzed for 0.07 and .08 meq. Visually we saw the BN had swollen and discolored in
the region where it was in direct contact with the separator, and there was a crack which had started at
an edge and propagated along the Jinction between the Mo and the separator.
The BN was then leached in water and analyzed for Li. Its titre was 1.15 meq, greater than the
coulometrically measured quantity. When investigated further it was found that BN hydrolyzes in water
forming boric acid and ammonia and the ammonia affects alkalinity too. The previous data were corrected
for the hydrolysis and the agreement between ooulometry and titrinmetry was good.

While the form of the lithium present in the BN is not known, we recognize that this experiment
constitutes a procedure for testing high temperature insulators for our batteries. As part of this work the
electrolyte salt was found to hydrolyze acidic, and when sheets of mica and AIN were leached in hot,
agitated deionized water and the indicator added, the leachant solution gave no indication of basicity.

At the low level at which the U specie is present in the ceramic and not finding conductivity it may be
assumed that BN while not ideal may be used as an insulator in molten salt cells. The conductivity is
determined with DC methods since this transport mode could be detrimenal by causing a short circuit.
ionic conductivity would not be harmful since we already have such a conductor with the molten
electolyte.

VlI.Testing Insulators as Edge Seal Materials

Havtng found a test procedure for evaluating insulators for the edge seals that help contain the
electrolyte, it was applied to a number of materials. In each instance of testing the apparatus shown in
Figure 22 was used, and the material to test was used as the upper insulator. From a plot of current
versus time, the amount of charge passed between the two terminals is determined by integration. Figure
23 is a curve of current versus time for the apparatus with Coors AD99.5 alumina as the insulator. These
are not typical data since the others start with a high current that decreases with time much like that of
Takeuchi and Thiebolt.

In most instances the closed circuit experiment was carried out for about 55 hours. After cooling, the
following components were separated and contained in a dry atmosphere: (1) the insulator, (2) the
portion of the molybdenum collector which had been connected to the anode through the shunt, the
"cathode', and (3) the portion of the collector that remained at open circuit conditions and Is the control
for the experiment. These three items were individually placed in water, stirred and heated and then
ttrated with HCI to a phenolphthalein end point. All results are converted to milliequivalents (meq) since
96500 coulombs are equal to 1000 meq by definition, and the product of volume in milliliters and HOI
concentration in normality is also a meq term.

Before reviewing the results using 7 kinds of insulators, the possible reactions are considered.
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A Review of Possible Reactions

There is no reason to expect only one mechanism to be involved when the circuit is closed on the
apparatus of Figure 22. The processes thus far conceived are:

Underpotential deposition
Ion Exchange
Shuttle mechanisms
Diffusion
Chemical (metathetic) reacdons.
Intercalation.

The current and its duration is of such magnitude that it can not be ignored. The current is the rate at
which some material is oxidized at the anode which is exactly equalled by some reduction process at the
cathode. These coupled reactions occur by charge transfer processes at the respective interfaces which
we shall examine now.

1. UnmkcMmntlh DopgMllnn

The anode interface consists of molten electrolyte and the solid Li alloys. The potential Is governed, in
part, by the oxidation of U to LI ion, as we know from other experiments. The potentials for the
o xid materials which are identified are:

Li -- I+ e -3.05volts

Al - W Md + 3 0 -1.66 volts

Si + 4 F -+ SiF4 + 4e -1.2 volts
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31 -+ IV + 2 e" +0.54 volts

The LYi. potential Is sufficiently negative to maintain the other species in the reduced form. These
considerations should be sufficient to establish that the anodic process is U oxidation.

The coupled cathode process Is more difficult to identify since the "ceir was not built with a readily
reducible material. The molybdenum is already reduced. The halides are also reduced. One of the
materials tested was a cast, fired UF board. It is only the U+ ion of this material and of the electrolyte that
is reducible. In which case we may write:

LI+ + e- --> U

and this is, therefore, an underpotential deposition and the half cell may be written as:

U+X" // Li,Mo

The Li deposited upon Mo may diffuse into the structure of the UF. As part of the experimental work it
was shown (1) that the titre for LIX electrolyte is zero, and (2) that a control board of treated, cast LIF also
had a zero titre. If these reactions are combined to characterize a complete electrochemical system, the
following is obtained:

Mo / U(AI,SI) If UiX If Li/ Mo

a system analogous to other underpotential processes such as hydrogen adsorption in supercapacitors,
lead on gold and the adhydrode.

2. Ion Eabman

Mica being chemically similar to vermiculite may undergo ion exchange reactions as evidenced by the
work of Maraqah and his coworkers. A heavier metallic ion in the mica structure, such as K÷ and Mg"
ions may undergo an ion exchange reaction with the molten electrolyte. When placed in water for
leaching, the protons of water would then exchange with the UL ions, i.e.,

U+ K÷-mica -- K + Li*-mica

Ui -mica + H20 -- LiOH + H*-mica

The leachant becomes alkaline and is titratable. In this way an alkalinity greater than that equivalent
measured by coulometry can be encountered.

One of the overcharge shuttle mechanisms promulgated at ANL is rewritten as follows:
"* negative interface

U+ + e Li charge

U + U1--L dissolution

"* positive interface
UV -+ 2 UL + e" discharge

When these are added together, there is no net reaction which is indicative of an effective shuttle
mechanism. In the event of a shuttle mechanism operating we would have to find a lesser quantity of Li
metal at the "cathode" region than indicated by coulometry.

A.
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A lithium diffusion process may not be stand alone, but accompany other processes. Thus lithium as the
element dissolves in the electrolyte from the anode and diffuses away from the source. Nature tends to
mace the solution uniform in concentration. When the dissolved, elemental U reaches the "cathodeu,
nothing further is expected to happen since there is nothing reducible.
If U can enter the strucure of the insulator, then a diffusional gradient is set up and deposition at the
Insulator continues. In such a case the quantity of U found by analytical techniques can exceed that
measured coulometrically. In this instance, as differing from ion exchange, the U Is metallic and behaves
as does the metal when placed in water. If the metal is transported from the anode via a
dissolution-diffusion process then tituimetry yields values greater than coulometry. If the transport is via
UPD which is then followed by diffusion into the insulator, titrimetry and coulometry should yield the same
values.

S. MMthmtic ReeL~lorns

With simple metathetic reactions there is a similarity to the ion exchange reactions, except that a valence

change Is involved. Using alumina as an example, the metathetic process is:

6 U + AiO -. 3 LiO + 2 Al.

The sort of process would result in two effects. The first is that upon subsequent treatment with hot water
LOH would form

U20 + HgO -+ 2 LiOH,

and this would cause the titdmetric determination to exceed the coulometric measurement. The second
result could be a discoloration of the alumina due either to the presence of A] particles or due to the
introduction of defects into the structures of the Li-Al oxide structures.

MgO was not tested, but there is a possibility of an analogous metathetic reaction between elemental Li
and magnesia.

Intercalated chemicals are those where some specie is integrated into the structure of the host
compound. It most usually is accompanied by an oxidation-reduction process, however, that would not be
the case in the capture of U, but an important characteristic of the intercalation process is a volume
change of the Insulator.

If intercalation is involved the "cathode molybdenum may not have any significant quantity of Li by
titrimetry, but the insulator is swollen and may even have undergone a color change.

B.Experimental Results

While there were 6 possible reactions reviewed, there is a seventh type of happening which could arise.
When separating the 3 components from the "celr which has anodic material, there was an attempt to
prevent cross contamination by avoiding any material easily removed from the molybdenum pieces or the
insulator. Hence, errors may be introduced whereby less Li is titrated than measured coulometrically. In
one particular instance it is reasonably certain that a very small lithium nodule was removed.

Seven materials were investigated. To analyze the data a plot was made of the difference between
titdmetry and coulometry measurements versus the coulometric measurement, and it is shown as Figure
24. A horizontal line was drawn through the intercept zero. Values which lie near zero are consistent with
an Underpotential Deposition (UPD) mechanism. The graph shows two of the seven values which differ
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significantly from zero. The major negative deviation corresponds to the used mica samples and the
seoond is a large positive deviation corresponding to the Coors AD94 alumina. In both instances the
coulomerc charge is quite high. Whie from a fundamental viewpoint the identification of the mechanisms
responslxne for the errors may be a source of satisfaction, such Information would not be useful in
designing a better battery component.

20

i 10

AI A

-1-.o Lages Positive Deviation -AD94

A Largest Negative Deviation - used Mica

-20-1
0 4 8 12 16

Coulometric Charge, meq

Fiue 24. Comparison of Charge and Tr

The materials that are useful for battery applications that would not compromise lifetime are those with
less than 2 meq of U by UPD which are as follows:

* Cast UF
AIN

* BN

The data for all tests are given in Table 5. ARDEC module ML 08 had both LiF strips and BN felt as part
of the bipolar edge seal mechanism. This module operated for 35 days, was subjected to 14 freeze-thaw
cycles and delivered 324 cycles with 2186 pulses. Samples were taken from an interior cell and analyzed
for Li by tftlmetry. The Li content of the BN was 3.6% and that of LiF was 0.6% indicating U transport in
the cell, and, furthermore, that U Is not completely captured by UF. In spite of this the module was
long-lived and performed well. Coupling the testing and evaluation of the materials with the module
performance serves as a calibration point for our data.
It is noted that in the case of" not previously used mica", that the gas formed when the insulator was
placed in water was captured and measured. There was ignition suggesting elemental U in the insulator,
and this Ignition caused a low reading error for the gas. The gas actually measured corresponded to 5.5
meq versus an expected 7.1 meq based on coulometry. It is deduced that about 1/4 of the hydrogen
produced burned to water.
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Boron nitride was another uniquely behaved malerial. In contact with water it hydrolyzed to I-1,130, and
NH4OH so that titration measures both the U that caused a swelling of BN and the NH4OH from the
hyroyis.

Table 5. Smvnmwy el I ulac Elfect on Li Tranport

ID Insulating Coulometry, InsuMltor "UP[' Control Gas Lowest Deviation,
material meq tltre, Mo, Mo, Collection, Current, Cout. -

meq msfq msq msq uA titre

LBCM 2075' Boron 0.96 1.23 0.07 0.08 180 -0.4
nir ideII

LBCM 2076" Mica, 7.31 22.1 0.03 0.09 1,250 -14.91
used

LBCM 2081 Mica 7.1 7.05 0.05 0.15 5.45-* 2,750 -0.15
S 83-910 Lithium 0.21 0.71... 0.09 0.05 135 -0.64

fluoride
91083-9W8 Aluruinum 0.94 0.2 0.08"* 0.04 220 0.62

nitride I

91083-9#11 Alumina 15.93 2.88 0.07 0.1 6,200 12.88
AD94

91083-9W12 Alumina 7.13 0 5.9 0.03 450 1.2
AD995

ML 08 BN from 3.60%
module I

ML 08 UF from1 0.60%
module

*Subsequent testing of BN rings indicates hydrolysis of BN to HBO, and NH4OH.
"**Mica comer from ARDEC 5 cell battery (via G. Barlow). Fizz from dark region. 0.28 g sample has
0.11 meq U in part A. Part B 0.764 g sample 0.03 q (see p. 38 book 170026 for parts A and B).
"'A black particle was flipped off the molypop. If this was a U nodule its weight was 4.7 mg and its size
would be about 8 microliters.
""A control sample of UF had zero titre (did not cause phenolphthalein to change color - the same
result as with electrolyte).
"'*Ignition was responsible for low results.

VIII.Seal materials recommendations

Three materials are considered qualified as insulators in seal development which are:
"* Cast UF
" AIN
- Boron nitride.

BN should be freshly made and stored dry to avoid hydrolysis.

Underpotenrial deposition does occur and can cause (1) swelling and discoloration of insulators and (2)
give rise to Li nodules on metals at the potential of the anode. A second necessary condition for UPD to
occur is that the site be electrolyte covered hence, the corollary is that metal sites be dry or not at the
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awode potential to avoid UPD. It m speulated that sufficient nodule growth or filing of the iwulaors the
metal =an ullinately become a faidure mode. The current is a measure of nodule growth or of the diffusion
rate of elemental U from the deposition ske into with the insulator.

IX.Conrlulons
* CoS. has been shown to be the best cathode active material for high temperature

pulse power cells. Although there are three distinct electrochemical reactions at
the very high current densities involved, the two most energetic levels behave as
a mixed potential discharge reaction. Because of this, we have succeeded, with
thin electrodes, to achieve discharges corresponding to 1.4 Faradays per mole of
CoS. In turn, this greater depth of discharge (previous baseline value was 1.08
Faradays per mole) enables the cells to be fabricated smaller and lighter resulting
in stable pulse discharge operation at higher power densities.

* The mass of anode material could equivalently be decreased providing the
theoretical capacity Is based only on the 0 to a transition. Quantitatively the
capacity has been increased from 145 mAh/g of active materials up to 180 mAh/g.

• The combined affect of the two previous conclusions above would result in an
estimated reduction of the baseline 100 MJ system volume from 0.40 to -0.36 Mi.

0 Among the separators that may be substituted for Maglite D are silicon nitride,
Magox Super Premium MgO, yttria and sintered AIN. The last material is
dimensionally stable thereby easing battery module requirements and design.
Additional work is required to successfully mate large area, 150 cm2 AIN
separators with slurry cast anodes and cathodes.

* To fully qualify these separator materials, multi-cell bipolar stack tests are needed
to confirm cell balance and longevity.

* The newer separator materials show lower final currents, withstand freeze-thaw
incidents yet enhance cycle life. Final currents, after somewhat extended charges,
reach acceptable values ranging 5 mA/cm2 to as low as 0.5 mA/cm2.

* U(alloy)/CoS2 cells are capable of fast charging by increasing the initial charge
rate. In fact, the electrochemical system behaves best when the initial charge rate
is -50 mA/cm2 or greater.

* Self -discharge rates are much lower than in other molten salt systems, since an
eight hour open circuit stand permits the first 10 of a series of 12 pulses to have
minimal effects upon power. Reasons for this behavior include: greater thermal
stability of CoS2 (to 7600C) and no apparent solubility and mobility of the CoS2 in
the electrolyte (known to be a factor in the high self discharge experienced with
primary thermal batteries employing FeS2).

0 Cell balancing can be upset by common electrolyte paths. These come about by
battery compression and electrolyte migration. The mobility of the electrolyte can
be controlled to a small extent by electrolyte management. The amount of
electrolyte can be decreased by using dimensionally stable separators and by
decreasing the electrolyte content in the anode from 35 w/o down to 27 w/o. If the
electrolyte content is decreased below this value for the anode, or decreased
below 20 w/o in the cathode, complete cell formation does not occur at pulse
discharge rates.
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* Since there remains an excess of electrolyte, a seal is needed to prevent
formatlor of a common electrolyte pathway in the battery. The materials used as
seals employ an insulator, and we discovered that U can be transported via an
underpotentlal mechanism and Intercalate within the Insulator. This discovery
became a basis for a seal material screening process. A result of the screening
process is that boron nitride, aluminum nitride and lithium fluoride are suitable
materials for Inclusion In the seal design.

• When placed on open circuit, the polarization decays and cell voltage recovers. If
the system is deprived of the rest period by rapid sequential high rate pulsing, the
voltage, hence power, of the system is affected by a 5% decrease in values.

* The accomplishments of the program are that the U/CoS, system has been made
(1) lighter In weight, (2) smaller In size, (3) to have an increased cycle life
exceeding original goals, (4) to remain balanced for longer periods and (5) to be
more reliable and reproducible.

These conclusions and their significance are summarized in Table 6 below.

Table 6. Sumawy aid Soinanc of LABCOM Prori Ac,• om•mnr

ACCOPUSHMENt SIGMFCANCE
Stable PuIse Discharge Performance New Cycle Life RecordDemorates No
Demonstrated Over 370 Cycles and One Inherent Cycle Life Umitations, Even With
Calendar Month at Operating Temperature of increased Utilization of the Active Materials
480"C
- CW termnated after rechae conditions - Used Ahtnale and Readily Available MgO

nenionally ltere resulting in cel Ma (seaator) Sore - MAGOX - SP
-Demonsated incsed utiization of active - Potential to reduce overal• ystem volume by -10

materas ove extended time period to 15% or use thk:er sepators

Established Critical Lower Bound on Recharge • Veried That Recharge Current Densities of
Current Density <50 mn/cn Can Result in Rapid Cell Failure

- Reqpuls full M ize modulesoave suicient beat
removl capablty on rcmarg to accep this
curn density whnot overheain

- Modules tested to daft ued 50 mA/cm
* Roprdudc Demonstrated No Loss of Voltage Feature Unique to CoS Permit Active

or Capacty After 8-hrs of Open Croult Stand Stand-by Without Loss of Pefrmance
Opens Up New MiWary Applications Such as
Advanced, Active Sonobuoys

0 Porous, Dmewnsfay Stab/e Aluminum Nitride • Potentialy Eliminates Two Casting and Three
(AIN) Separators Have Been Successfully Pressing Steps in the Electrode Fabrication.
Fabricated and Tested In a 20 cm' Cel Process

* Initial perflormance outstanding Highly Uniform Structure Free o Visible
0 100 cycles demons d with stable and Impedections Such As Pinholes Should

r c performance Maximize Both Cycle and Calendar Life
* Lowest final currents observed (at 0.5-1.5 , Structural Stablity Will Reduce Axial

mA/c) will promote stack balance In muki-cei Dimensional Changes During Cycling
bipolar stacks • High Thermal Conductivity Will Promote Heat

Transfer and Simplify Thermal Management in
Full Size Modules
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*Demraned Fina Curruite attery cabe rmau in balance

Tals &~ Summay wrid 3Vgrci of LABCOM Pima. AwcopluhW --sih (oontnusd)

*Conmmo Electra" Model 0 Ve~le bypoflarne ol edge seal and ele~o4W

- ontriuM to MUl balanc

*UndeipwW" Deposition * Idetiled a failure mode
- eadmWise a tma for edp ad mi n~aW

- relatioousbp to electroyte management
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